Animation & Illustration Camp Art Supplies
If you have some of these items and just need to purchase a few please get them on your own or go to
the local art store Wyndham Art Supplies on lunch or dinner break. If you have none of these items and
want to order a kit from us please email me at portprep1@gmail.com to reserve your kit.

Supply List: Bring or Purchase the Items Below or Order the Art Kit














Sketch Book any size but min of 9” x 12” best or pad of drawing paper
1 pad of 8.5” x 11” or 9”x 12” Layout bond, Vellum or Tracing Paper
Quality drawing pencils like Steadtler Lumograph or Derwent: B, 4B, 7 or 8B (specifically
Steadtler for this one)
Conte de Paris B grade black (1 stick fine but often sold in pairs)
18” x 24” pad of Newsprint
18” x 24” pad cartridge paper (optional but recommended)
Colerase Pencils or Coloured Pencils or 2mm click pencils in colours. Best to buy Colerase in the
following colours: Light non-photo blue, dark blue, orange/red.
Nice to bring but not essential: Felt tip drawing pens like Micron or Steadtler .02, Pilot Fineliner,
and Pentel Pocket Brush (this is definitely a fantastic purchase! Refillable filament brush
pen…We’ll show you how to use it like a pro!)
Quality pencil sharpener
White vinyl eraser and/or pen eraser (plastic holder for thin retractable eraser for precision
2 flexible rulers
Construction paper or other toned paper: One 9 x 12 sheet of each of the following: light grey,
medium grey, dark grey and black. Or buy the kit or pay a supply fee at the workshop of $5.

Make it Easy and Order an Art Kit from PortPrep! It
will be waiting for you on the first day of class.
$110 +HST with sketch book plus
$95 + HST w/o sketch book plus
Itemized Supply List in Art Kit






XL marker pad translucent paper (100 pg) 9x12
Pentalic wire bound hard cover sketch book 9x12
Two hole pencil sharpener Steadtler
Pentel brush pen black
2 plastic flex ruler for geometrc drawing












Conte a Paris black (B) x2 (sticks)
Eraser Fine Pen Tuff Stuff refill
Eraser Fine Pen Tuff Stuff holder black
Staedtler mars plastic eraser small
Col-erase pencils X3 (non-photo blue, orange, indigo)
Staedtler Lumograph pencil x3 (B, 4B, 8B)
Pilot Fine Liner Pen Black
Cartridge pad 18x24
newsprint pad 18x24
4 sheets grey toned and black paper

